Product Information - personalFloww®
The personalFloww has been developed specifically to improve your quality of life
in a wireless environment. The personalFloww works like a transformer and
converts electromagnetic radiation into natural body frequencies - a field we call
the Floww Field.
The personalFloww comes in two sizes: Small and Medium. The medium version is
more powerful than the small version and is mainly suitable for men and boys over
12 years. The small version is suitable for women and children under 12 years.
How does the personalFloww work?
The personalFloww was developed in accordance with the principle of resonance.
It consists of a circuit of electronic components which respond to the
electromagnetic (EMF) radiation emitted by one or several radiation sources, such as a UMTS mast or highvoltage cables. The personalFloww resonates with this EMF radiation and creates a subtle but distinct field
which is `fed` by the ambient radiation. This field serves to offset the possibly harmful EMF radiation.
Range
The personalFloww creates a Floww Field of approximately 2 metres around you - this will vary depending on
the strength of the surrounding radiation. For effective operation the personalFloww should be carried within
a radius of at least 0.5 metre from your body.
What is Floww Health Technology?
Floww International develops and manufactures technological products which utilise radiation to create a
Natural Floww Field. The goal of the natural Floww Field is to protect people from radiation using a natural
process. The technological products are collectively known as Floww Health Technology. People who use
Floww Health Technology report feeling more relaxed and more energetic.
Can EMF radiation influence our health?
The human body can experience disturbances in EMF radiation loaded environments, when the EMF radiation
originates from, amongst other sources, wireless internet, transmitters for mobile phones, wireless telephones
(DECT) and wireless routers. EMF radiation can be absorbed by the body, which can subsequently affect
health and wellbeing.
For information about medical complaints which can be a result of EMF radiation see the warning from
German doctors and professors, who have noticed a connection between electromagnetic EMF radiation and a
number of medical complaints, such as headaches, fatigue and problems with concentration (source:
Freiburger Appeal 09-10-2002). For more information and scientific research regarding EMF radiation and
health contact Bio Circuitry.
Use of the personalFloww with other Floww products
The personalFloww was developed to be used on its own or in conjunction with the mobileFloww and
homeFloww products. The personalFloww is designed to protect you from EMF radiation while you are out
and about.
Disclaimer
Floww Health Technology products are not medical devices. You should always consult your doctor if you have a medical
complaint. Only use Floww products as advised by your doctor or therapist or as instructed on the instructions for use.
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Instructions for use - personalFloww
During the day keep your personalFloww close to your body. For example in
your bag or the pocket of your trousers or jacket, for women this could also
be in the bra.
At night, keep it under your pillow or place it on the bedside table. For
optimal sleep, we recommend a homeFloww set. This has been designed
specifically for the home, the personalFloww has been developed for use on
the road.
The personalFloww interacts with your own bio-field in accordance with the
principle of bio-resonance so for optimal performance, we recommend strict
personal use of the personalFloww during the first two weeks. Some people
are highly sensitive to radiation, electro-hypersensitive (EHS), or do not know
whether they are. We recommend you to gradually build your use of the
personalFloww by alternatively carrying it with you for an hour and then removing it for the next.
For a gradual build-up, we recommend you not to place the personalFloww on your bedside table or under
your cushion overnight immediately, but to wait up to two weeks.
If you have installed a homeFloww set you do not need to keep your personalFloww with you when you are at
home.
One size does not fit all
personalFloww comes in two sizes: small for women and children under 12; and medium for men Women and
men are different and for that reason the personalFloww comes in two sizes. The medium version is more
powerful than the small version and is more suitable for men and boys over 12 years. The small version is
developed for women and children under 12 years.
The reason for this difference is that women are more sensitive to non-ionising radiation from sources such as
mobile phones and Wi-Fi and because of this women are also more sensitive to the Floww Field and so do not
need a strong field for it to be effective. There is no relationship between physical size and which
personalFloww you should have. The difference appears to be related to the endocrine system and because
women have a more complex hormonal system than men.
Possible withdrawal symptoms
During the first week of use of your personalFloww it is possible you may
experience mild withdrawal symptoms which can include mild headache
or nausea. We believe this is because the body is no longer being
exposed to the distorted frequencies it has become accustomed too. If
these symptoms persist for more than a week please contact Bio
Circuitry if you are in Australia.
When you first start using Floww Health Technology products make sure
you drink sufficient water. The recommended amount for adults is at
least 1.5 litres per day. Children over 12 years of age should drink at least
1 litre per day and children under 12 years of age half a litre per day.
Disclaimer
Floww Health Technology products are not medical devices. You should always consult your doctor if you have a medical
complaint. Only use Floww products as advised by your doctor or therapist or as instructed on the instructions for use.
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